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What is presentation anxiety,
and what can you do about it?
Strategies
What can you add to your
toolbox of skills to elevate
your own presentation style? 
Success!




How do you feel about
giving presentations?








ZOMBIES, OR CLOWNS 
According to the Chapman University Survey of American Fears
2018; ranked by percentage of Americans who reported being








































































ACCORDING TO A 2016 STUDY PUBLISHED
IN BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION: 
Presentation anxiety can be reduced
by exposure therapy and practice;
however, there is no way to cause




A 2017 STUDY PUBLISHED IN PSYCHIATRY
RESEARCH FOUND THAT:
Public speaking fear was associated
with increased reactivity to animal
phobia and panic scenes, rather than






























It's a very small part
of overall professional













Whether in a unit





No one ever wants to
present. Suddenly you




In addition to personal
visibility, it allows
your thoughts and ideas


































NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED
Conference presentations,













Casual conversation before or
after meetings, testing ideas




that you're an expert
on
Informative
Teaching how to do or
use a skill or product
Instructional
Convincing an audience




















forgetting any notes or
tech needed
Present











BAD ADVICE: picture the
audience in their underwear!
BAD ADVICE: you know what's a
real crowd pleaser? A knock-
knock joke to start
BAD ADVICE: DEEP eye contact
with one individual shows you
care :) 
BAD ADVICE: write down your






Assume you’ll be asked to speak and always be ready.
Have in mind a simple three-part structure for your
response.
Practice answering questions in informal settings, such
as around the dinner table or in the car.
Be aware of your body language under stress and avoid
misleading tells.
Treat your anxiety as a normal response and tell
yourself: I’m excited.
Focus on what listeners want and need to know, rather
than on yourself.
Speak in a conversational tone and avoid rushing.





Frame your content by your audience. It's
about how they receive the information and
can use it, not about how much you know
Organize your materials in the most
effective manner to obtain your purpose,
and share with your audience how they can
expect the information to be presented
Watch the audience for feedback. If they're
not responding, adjust your style
Be wary of over-preparation, or relying on
cards or audiovisual elements rather than
your delivery
Try to be yourself as much as possible, and
keep in mind the human aspect of presenting






Always use the microphone!
Accessibility
Best Practices
Speak clearly, loudly, and at a
moderate rate. 
Provide verbal descriptions of all visual
content.
Imagine delivering your
presentation on the radio.
No, even BIGGER. 28-32pt font as a minimum.
Make your text as big as possible. 






WHAT DO YOU NEED TO














are you doing with













What elements make up your perfect
presentation environment? What do you need to
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